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7-inch hand-moulded copper statue of Jetsun Pema Lingpa -- Inner storage of
the statue contains precious sacred substance blessed by H.H Gangteng Tulku
and sanghas of Gangteng Monestery.
Buddha Amitayus’ tsa-tsa -- this was moulded using the sacred earth that
belongs to the “thousand-arm Avalokiteshvara statue” (which is hundreds of
years in history) of Gangteng Monastery.
Lingpa lineages’ uncommon prolonged-life “Dorje Threngwa” Precious Vase.
“Dorje Threngwa” Precious Vase, with images of “Increased (hooking)
wealth” and “ Prolonged- life” arrows painted by Gangteng Monastery
Lamas.
Three (3) crystal gawu boxes contain “seventh life brahman”amrita (mother)
dharma pills refined and blessed by H.H Gangteng Tulku.
Tablet with name of sponsor (in accordance with “100 peaceful and wrathful
deities” of “total embodiment of samantabhadras’enlightened intention”) will
be placed in the secret Mandala during the 14-day Dharma Event.
14 days luminous lamp offerings in the Mandala
VIP seating.
7-inch hand-moulded copper statue of Jetsun Pema Lingpa -- Inner storage of
the statue contains precious substance blessed by H.H Gangteng Tulku and
Monestery Tulku. (Quantity available: 7 pcs. only).
A crystal Gawu contains “seventh life brahman” amrita (mother) dharma pills
refined and blessed by H.H Gangteng Tulku.
Tablet with name of sponsor (in accordance with “100 peaceful and wrathful
deities” of “total embodiment of samantabhadras’enlightened intention”) will
be placed in the secret Mandala during the14-day Dharma Event.
14 days luminous lamp offerings in the Mandala.
VIP seating.
Pema Lingpa lineages’ uncommon prolonged-life “Dorje Threngwa” Precious
Vase. (Quantity available: 30 pcs. only).
“Dorje Threngwa” Precious Vase, with images of “Increased (hooking)
wealth” and “ Prolonged- life” arrows painted by Gangteng Monastery
Lamas.
Precious dharma pills of Buddha Amitayus, and dharma pills of “seventh life
brahman long life”refined and blessed by H. H Gangteng Tulku and Gangteng
Monastery retreat sanghas respectively.
Tablet with name of sponsor (in accordance with “100 peaceful and wrathful
deities” of “total embodiment of samantabhadras’enlightened intention”) will
be placed in the secret Mandala during the 14-day Dharma Event.
VIP seating.
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Buddha Amitayus’ tsa-tsa --this was moulded using the sacred earth that belongs to the
“thousand arm Avalokiteshvara statue” (which is hundreds of years in history) of
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Gangteng Monastery [Qunatity available: 100 pcs only (available in gold and red)]

US$1,000.-

2.

Buddha Amitayus (precious amrita) dharma pills refined and blessed by H.H Gangteng
Tulku.

3.

Tablet with name of sponsor (in accordance with “total embodiment of
samantabhadras’ enlightened intention”) will be placed in the secret Mandala during the
14-day Dharma Event.

1. Thousand-arm Avalokiteshvara “tsa-tsa” - this was moulded using the sacred-earth
substance that belongs to the “thousand-arm avalokiteshvara” statue (which is hundreds
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years in history) of Gangteng Monastery, coated with Japanese pure gold foil (Quantity

US$400.-

available: 100 pcs only).

2.

Tablet with name of sponsor (in accordance with “total embodiment of samantabhadras’
enlightened intention”) will be placed in the secret Mandala during the 14-day Dharma
Event.

Introduction of sacred affinity connection items
Jetsun Pema Lingpa handicraft copper statue
As indicated by H.H Gangteng Tulku Pema Lingpa, Pema Lingpa
Lineage is the most important lineage of Nyingma tradition in Bhutan.
However, holly statue of Jetsun Pema Lingpa is extremely rare. Owing
to this, the Centre specially engaged Nepal’s most famous artist Mr.
Shakya Suraj to personally supervise the making of these precious
statues. It is hand-moulded and made with specially refined copper.
Every statue is unique in its own way. The process was thus very time
consuming with great refinement.
This is a rare and great opportunity as the inner storage of the
statue contains several lineages’ sacred items blessed by H.H. Gangteng
Tulku and Tulkus of Budhist College of Gangteng. There are only 7
pieces available in total. Due to its rareness and unique art work , it can
be kept as heirloom for devotees with strong faith.

tsa-tsa for the “thousand-arm and thousand-eye
Avalokitesvara”and “boundless light buddha”made of sacred
earth substance
In 1645, the second Gangteng Tulku, H.E. Tenzin Legpai Dondrup
was born and many auspicious signs followed. Legendary Life of His
is known for his great determination and diligence in practice, he could
see visions of tutelary deities and many times displayed His unimpeded
magical power, thus showing the signs of his deep realization, he had
met Guru Rinpoche and Khandro Yeshey Tshogyal in his vision. He had
also helped stop the war between Tibet and Bhutan several times. He
was well respected by people.
For the sake of the practitioners in Gangteng village, Tulku had
collected varieties of sacred materials/goods, oath substances, accomplishment goods, amrita, relics, termas
and precious jewelries etc ... built a thousand-arm and thousand-eye Avalokiteshvara statue. The statue had

been blessed over and over again over the past few hundred years
especially on special occasions with non-stop chanting by monks
for days and holy ceremonies were being held. It is one of the most
precious statues treasured by Gangteng Gonpa. Its unsurpassed
blessing power is beyond description.
Bhutan was badly affected by the Nepal earthquake in 2011,
the avalokiteshvara statue collapsed as a result. During the
restoration works of the holly status as supervised by His Holiness,
a portion of the sacred-earth substance originated from the holy
statue was brought to Taiwan center for safe-keeping. The center
was specifically instructed to safe-keep it in anticipation of later
usage which is envisaged to bring great benefits for the dharma and
the sentient beings.
With the auspicious occasion that H.H Gangteng Tulku
giving the complete Pema Lingpa Transmission in Asia for the first
time, and with the permission granted, the Taiwan Center had made tsa-tsa of “thousand-arm and
thousand-eye avalokiteshvara” and “Buddha Amitayus” from the mixture of various holy substances
including the “sacred-earth substance” (originated from the thousand-arm and thousand-eye avalokiteshvara
statue), “sacred earth” from other holy places, the dharma pills refined/produced during the “Great
compassionate red chenerzig” Drupchen , “Phurba” Drupchen and other precious sacred substances . These
items will be made available as “affinity connection” items after being blessed by H.H Gangteng Tulku. Do
treasure this rare opportunity.

Pema Lingpa lineages’uncommon prolonged-life“Dorje Threngwa”precious vase
Among the many of the quintessential teachings given by Guru Rinpoche to Princess Pema sel, the most
ultimate of the longevity “oral instruction” practice was the uncommon “prolonged-life Dorje Threngwa”.
The merits and powers of the “Dorje Threngwa” is beyond imagination. Besides the merit of
life-prolonging , it also possess the profound benefits of wealth accumulation, enabling the practitioners to
have the freedom of the human body to practice diligently.
The sadhana specified that, precious jeweled vase is a wealth-accumulation fortune collector, hence has to
be made out of such materials. Accordingly, The Centre has adopted the specification of that in the National
Palace Museum in Taipei, matching with coral red which is the most challenging color to blend, to make the
vase. The vase will become a classic piece to pass down from generation to generation. Moreover, the
fortune substances contained in the vase are selected by H.H Gangteng Tulku. Besides its ability to
accumulate wealth, the vase can also accomplish activity of magnetizing. It can also be of great help to
increase social status/power, improving inter-personal relationship and assist in career achievements etc. In
addition, precious vase is same as deity itself, hence, it is also a means to accumulate our merits by
enshrining the precious vase.
“Seventh life brahman long life precious amrita” dharma pills
This “Seventh life brahman long life precious amrita” is recorded in Dzogchen Trantra as “liberation upon tasting”. It
is unsurpassed skillful-means that non-practitioners , and even people who committed great sins would be liberated
upon tasting it.

This “Dorje Threngwa” boundless-life buddha is one of the most important “life prologation”deity of Pema Lingpa
tradition, it was also the deity practiced by Guru Rinpoche in Maratika of Nepal and accomplished the state of an
immortal pure awareness holder.
This long-life dharma pill, using seventh-life brahman pill as its main sacred substance ingredient, coupled with other
tibetan medicine. It was being blessed by the retreat masters and yogis with the million recitation of mantra for its
completion. It is able to help the practitioner cleanse the nadis, pranas and bindus and purify the faults of blockages
and defilements etc. so as to provide practitioners with favourable conditions in their practice path enabling them in
gaining longevity, wealth accumulation and gaining strength etc. -- these make the dharma pill a valuable and sacred
item.

*** For those who are unable to participate in this event and to receive the blessings, the 14-day Dharma
Event is open for anyone who wishes to sponsor their friends/relatives for the following items:- -Living Tablet ( Merit and Wisdom) : - NT$500.- or US$17.-/ tablet for 14 days.
One name per tablet is allowed (It can be name of the individual, family name or company name)
- -Deceased Lotus Tablet : - NT$500.- or US$17.- / tablet for 14 days.
One name per tablet is allowed (It can be name of the deceased, family’s ancestor or karmic debtor of past
lives
For all applications, please fill in the enclosed form. You can either fax or email to us ：
Fax : +886 2 2609-1957 or email：yeshekhorlo@gmail.com

Remittance detail:
Beneficiary Bank：TAISHIN INTERNATIONAL BANK - SHIN SHEN BRANCH
Bank’s Address：62 , Hsin Sheng S. Road , Sec 1, TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.O.C
Corresponding Bank SWIFT Code： TSIBTWTP
TEL : (02)23952888

FAX :(02)23413231

TLX: (02)26690TSIB

Beneficiary A/C Name：YIN, Shen-Lin
Beneficiary A/C No.：004 75 002935 3
Name of Applicant
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□Living Tablet
□Deceased Lotus Tablet
Applicant’s email :

Phone no.:
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